ANN ARBOR DDA
PARKING STRUCTURES RESTORATION 2021
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

ISSUED FOR BID

OWNER
Jada Hahlbrock
Ann Arbor DDA
150 S. Fifth Avenue - Suite 301
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Phone: (734) 994-6697
Fax: (734) 997-1491

OWNER'S REPRESENTATIVE
Ed Wheeler
Republic Parking
324 Maynard Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Phone: (734) 761-7235
Fax: (734) 668-6479

PRIME CONSULTANT/STRUCTURAL PARKING
Justin Thomson
WGI, Inc.
5136 Lovers Lane - Suite 200
Kalamazoo, MI 49002
Phone: (269) 632-7318
Fax: (269) 381-6422

SHEET INDEX
GENERAL
G001 COVER SHEET AND DRAWING INDEX
G002 GENERAL NOTES
RESTORATION
SR101 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 0B PLAN
SR102 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 0A PLAN
SR103 ELDARTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 0A PLAN
SR104 ELDARTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 0B PLAN
SR105 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 1A PLAN
SR106 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 1B PLAN
SR107 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 2A PLAN
SR108 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 2B PLAN
SR109 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 3A PLAN
SR110 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 3B PLAN
SR111 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 4A PLAN
SR112 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 4B PLAN
SR113 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 5A PLAN
SR114 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 5B PLAN
SR115 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 6A PLAN
SR116 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 6B PLAN
SR117 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 7A PLAN
SR118 FOURTH & WASHINGTON - LEVEL 7B PLAN
SR119 FOURTH & WILLIAM - LEVEL 1 PLAN
SR120 FOURTH & WILLIAM - LEVEL 2 PLAN
SR121 FOURTH & WILLIAM - LEVEL 3 PLAN
SR122 ELDARTH & WILLIAM - LEVEL 3 PLAN
SR123 ELDARTH & WILLIAM - LEVEL 4 PLAN
SR124 ELDARTH & WILLIAM - LEVEL 5 PLAN
SR125 ELDARTH & WILLIAM - LEVEL 6 PLAN
SR126 ELDARTH & WILLIAM - LEVEL 7 PLAN
SR127 ELDARTH & WILLIAM - LEVEL 10 PLAN
SR128 ANN & ASHLEY - LEVEL 0 PLAN
SR129 ANN & ASHLEY - LEVEL 1 PLAN
SR130 ANN & ASHLEY - LEVEL 2 PLAN
SR131 ANN & ASHLEY - LEVEL 3 PLAN
SR132 ANN & ASHLEY - LEVEL 4 PLAN
SR133 ANN & ASHLEY - LEVEL 5 PLAN
SR134 ANN & ASHLEY - LEVEL 6 PLAN
SR501 REPAIR DETAILS
SR502 REPAIR DETAILS
SR503 WATERPROOFING DETAILS

ANN ASHLEY (86)
FOURTH & WASHINGTON (80)
FOURTH & WILLIAM (84)
LEVEL 4 PLAN

LEGEND

SHEET NOTES
1. **LEVEL 4 PLAN**
2. **SR114**
3. **Dan Brown**
4. **P:\5500\5511.01 Ann Arbor DDA 2021 Repairs\CAD\Phase 4\24205511-SR111-118 (4TH & WILLIAM).dwg**
5. **30x48model**
6. **Plotted:** 5/20/2021 10:48:32 AM
7. **Saved:** 5/20/2021 10:32:53 AM

ANN ARBOR DDA PARKING STRUCTURES
RESTORATION 2021
ANN ARBOR, MI

05/20/2021
5136 Lovers Lane, Suite 200, Kalamazoo, MI  49002
Phone No. 269.381.2222 - WGI Michigan, Inc.
LEVEL 3 PLAN

SHEET NOTES

1. HERE TO PROVIDE ROOM FOR SPECIAL NOTES
2. REMOVE USING ANY PRINTED OR ENCLOSED WALLS

LEGEND

- REMOVED SHEET MATERIAL
- EXISTING SHEET MATERIAL
- NEW SHEET MATERIAL
- EXISTING SHEET MATERIAL, CHANGED TO A DIFFERENT COLOR
- METAL ROLLER WITH BOTH SIDES SHEET MATERIAL
- TINTED CONCRETE SHEET MATERIAL, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- TINTED CONCRETE SHEET MATERIAL, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- THE REBAR REBAR IS CANCELED, REVERSE TO GET A CORRECT BASE
- CLEAN A FRANT PRINTED CONNECTIONS, REVERSE TO SHEET SECTION IN ROOM

ANN ARBOR DDA PARKING STRUCTURES
RESTORATION 2021
ANN ARBOR, MI